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HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

·'Wimpy' Wright
To Leave Oct. 28
·For Liege, Belgium

Students Spend Almost $350,000
•

S. A. In Action

Optional Show Night Approved;
Operation ·'Pantry Shelf' Begins

Survey Reveals Local Merchants
Profit by Student's Buying Power

Winfred "Wimpy" Wright, a
1957 graduate of Harding, will
leave Tuesday, October 28, for
Liege, Belgium where he plans
to stay for two and a half years
and work with the church, which
The administration has approved the proposed alteris just beginning to grow in that
ation
in school policy for an optional show night. Harding
section of the world. While there,
5tudents may now choose between Thursday and Friday
he plans to live with J. Lee
nights to attend the picture show.
Roberts, a former art instructor
at Harding, and one of the perA recent poll conducted by the Student Association
sons who influenced his interest
revealed that the majority of the student body desired
in the French people.
m optional show night. This
His chief means of support will
'. nformation was immediate- beans, black-eyed peas, carrots,
come from the Walcott Church
\y submitted to the Student tomatoes, mixed vegetables, apof Christ at Paragould, Arkansas;
"Wimpy" Wrigfit
Mfairs Committee w h o ple-sauce, beets, and peaches.
for the congregation at Liege,
As a reminder, the Bison will
imanimously
agreed that
although it was one of the first
print each week the name of the
started. in Belgium, is still a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~he plan was worthy of con- vegetable to be collected the fol>ideration by the admini- lowing Sunday.
small group of nearly forty
people.
>tration.
Approximately one half of the
The administration in turn, depopulation of Belgium is French
'!ided that the change would
and the other half is Flemish.
1.efinitely be good for the stuNone of our workers, however,
dents.
work with the Flemish people.
The 1958 Petit Jean, edited
The country itself is perhaps
"Pantry Shelf," a project dethe most densely populated in by Calvin Downs, was recently
The fall workshop of the ArkEurope, due to its great manu- awarded a first class honor by signed to help needy families,
ansas College Press Association
facturing interests. The city of the University of Minnesota has been launched by the Student Council. The plan, origi- was attended Friday, Oct. 10, by
Liege has a population of nearly special yearbook critics,
nated
by Mavis Baldwin, inter- eight representatives from the
250,000. Today, · there are six
Ratings are given to any coltwo Harding student publicacongregations in Belgium. Two lege that has membership in the organizational secretary of the
tions.
are in Brussels, one is in Ver- Associated Collegiate · Press and Executive Cabinet, has been apThe workshop, held this fall at
proved
by
the
Be·
n
evolent
Comviers, one in Liege and a new submits their yearbook to be
Arkansas State Teachers, is demittee
of
the
College
Church
of
congregation was started this graded. This organization of
signed to give and exchange
summer at St. Vic. The work critics judges each yearbook in- Christ.
For ten Sundays, each student ideas of the representatives from
in Belgium was started about dividually and sends a book of
is asked to bring a canned veget- the different college publications.
fifteen years ago by S. F. Tim- detailed criticisms to the staff.
Roundtable discussion groups
able to Sunday School or to dinmerman who began his work at
were formed to discuss problems
Liege and Pepinster. The work
Results of individual book ner and put it in a container of yearbook and newspaper ediat Pepinster was slow and soon ratings are compared with those which will be placed. on the
torial and business staffs.
died out and he now works with of other books from colleges of steps of the Administration
Bill Shelton, city editor of the
the congregation at Verviers.
comparative si~e for deciding of Building. At the end of the tenweek period, the elders of the Arkansas Gazette, led a discusWhen asked of the need for final ratings.
College Church will furnish the sion on "Editorial Responsibility"
workers, Wimpy replied, "What
Possible ratings range from All names of needy families, to attended by newspaper and ediwe need most is more workers
torial and business staff . membecause most of the population American to fourth class. Extra whom the goods will be disbers.
points
were
given
to
the
Petit
tributed.
is indifferent since they are
"Yearbook Planning" was the
Next Sunday, October 19, all
Catholic. There is religious free- Jean for high quality of write-ups
subject under discussion by the
students are asked to bring yearbook staff members led by
dom but the work is hard and coverage of student life.
On succeeding
because of their indifferent
Harding's last annual to make canned corn.
Leonard Mizell, of the Peerless
attitude."
All American was the 1955 Petit weeks, the vegetables asked for Engraving Company.
A Bible major from Greenway, Jean edited by Jane Sutherlan. will be in this order: peas, green
Mrs. Robert Martin, editor of
Arkansas, he was a member of
the Arkansas Democrat Sunday
the MOHICAN social club, the
Magazine, spoke at the luncheon
a cappella chorus and was chosen
held in the west dining room of
by his classmates as class favorthe college cafeteria. Presentaite and Best All Around and held
tion of 1958 yearbook awards
several offices in various organwere also made. The Petit Jean
izations, including that of Stureceived the second place award
dent Association president in
Chemise and sacks may be losing in popularity but for copy writing and third place
1955.
the "relaxed silhouette" took top honors in Texas for a award for art work. Individual
For those who wish to write
certificates
went to
Calvin
him, his address will be: Wimpy Harding Miss this month. The empire will just have to Downs, Sallie Turner, and GarWright, c/o J. Lee Roberts, 48. wait.
Miss Paula Obrecht, freshman from Claude, Texas, rett Timmerman for copy writQua de Langdoz, Liege, Belgium.
ing; and Ann Duckworth for art

(See story on page 6)
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1958 Petit Jean
Rated First Class

Bison, P. J. Attend
Conway Workshop

'Relaxed Silhouette' Wins 1st in Texas
For Paula Obrecht In 4-H Dress Revue

Harding Graduate Back
From Dublin University
Dick Richardson, '57 political
science graduate of Harding's
School of American Studies, has
returned to his home in Caruthersville, Mo., from a year's study
at the University of Dublin in
Dublin, Ireland.
Richardson, who studied in Ireland on a Rotary Foundation
fellowship, pointed out some
things at the University which
impressed him. There, all students are required to wear long
black robes to class. Once,
Richardson was asked by the
professor to leave the classroom
because he nadn't had time to
put on his robe.
There is no required class ;:i.ttendance at the University of
Dublin. The only required test
is the one which must be taken
by the student when he is re~dy
for his degree
The library at the University
of Dublin also impressed Richardson, for it has a copy of every
book ever writter1 in English,
and also contains many original
manuscripts.
Richardson was president of
his freshman and sophomore
classes at Harding and also
served as student body president
his senior year. He was named
to Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges arid Universities his junior and senior
years. He plans to enter politics
after receiving his doctor of
philosophy degree.

Harriet Fiezgerald

Fitzgerald-Artist, Lecturer To Open
Harding Lyceum Series On October 22
An experienced artist and lecturer, noted for her
ability to bring creative art to life, Harriet Fitzgerald,
will open Harding's 1958-59 Lyceum series Oct. 22, at
8:30 p.m. under the auspices of the Arts Program, Asso-------------Qciation of American Col-

Bite . Size Briefs
The Red Chinese have extended the Quemoy cease fire
for two more weeks. Negotiations
for a settlement are continuing
in Warsaw.
The U. S. shot a rocket ·toward
the moon, The Pioneer only
made it 79,120 miles of the way.
Nonetheless, the firing was
deemed a major break-through.
Pope Pius XII died and was
buried Monday amid traditional
pomp and ceremony.
Freshman - sophomore tug - ofwars were held at Abilene Christian and at Peppardine recently,
as well as here. If the freshmen
at GPC lost, they would have
to wear green beanies all year.

won first place in the state 4-H Dress Revue in Dallas, work.
Oct. 4, and an all-expens~
,
Afternoon sessions included a
Arkansas Tech has a way of
paid trip to the National
committee meeting discussing discouraging line-cutting at the
Congress in Chicago Nov. 28
problems of the association and cafeteria: a fifty cent fine. Seca general meeting in which re- ond offense costs a dollar.
-Dec. 6 where she will
ports were made on the mornmodel in the National
ing's roundtable discussion.
The Harding Husband-Hunters
Revue.
Her winning design was of rose
beige lightweight wool flannel
with a front waistline belt and
back blouson panel. She chose
black lizard shoes and bag, beige
~loves and a parrot-red hat for
her accessories. •
The girls were judged on the
construction of their garments,
records of the clothing activities,
and appearance while modeling
which included choice of accessories, poise, and personality.
Paula was competing wi'th fifty
other district winners out of
some 7,000 who originally entered the contest.
However, this was by no
means a new experience for her,
as she tied for 7th, 8th, and 9th
places in the state contest in
1956. Also, she has been a state
contestant ' in public speaking
three different times.
"I. never dreamed I would ever
win first place, though," the
slender blonde commented. "It
was beyond what I ever expected."
Paula made her debut in the
sewing world at the early age
of seven when she entered a doll
dress contest sponsored by a
sewing machine company. Her
doll dress only won 7th place
and an album of records but
since that time she has won over
400 :ribbons, some of which car-

Those attending the workshop
were: Sally Turner, Pat Sutherlin, Ed Hightower, and Joe
Hightower of the Petit Jean staff;
Regina Clary, Sara Good, Lynn
Merrick, and Grace Davis of the
Bison staff. Dr. Joe Pryor and
Neil Cope, sponsors of the publications, accompanied the delegation .

Horseback Riders Form
Active Equestrian, Club

Paula Obrecht
ried cash prizes, during nine
years of active 4-H Club work.
The largest cash prize she won
was a $100 bond in the district
bake show in 1954.
In high school Paula played in
the school band for two years.
As a senior she was president of
the Future Homemakers of
America and was chosen to receive the DAR honorary award.
Her hobbies include playing
the piano, horseback riding, and,
of course, sewing and cooking.
At Harding she is majoring in
home economics.

are on the warpath. The other
night Nick the Greek asked his
date what kind of songs she
liked. She sighed, "Wedding
songs."

The juniors may build a ninehole minature golf course at the
. college park this year. The
sophomores plan to furnish the
equipment.

We see ''Julius Caesar," with
Marlon Brando, this Saturday
Miss Joyce Riggs, women's courtesy of the Student Associaphysical education director, is tion.
the sponsor for the new equestrian club which is in its third
Anxious freshmen have picked
week. The fifteen members meet and chosen. Upperclassmen are
at the "old red barn" near the awaiting a week of eese and
football field four days a week - luxurious service. Bids go out
Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Monday. Pledge week is 'cumin
and Friday. The seven horses in.
they are riding are owned by
Dr. George Benson, Harding ColSchool Policy
lege president.
Effective Thursday, October 16,
Miss Barbara Galyan assists
Miss Riggs in teaching the mem- parking violations will be penabers fundamentals of horse-back lized by a fine of 25c if paid by
riding, along with mounting and 5 p.m. of the following day. After
dismounting properly.
that time the fine will be inBecause of the limited number creased to 50c. All fines will
of horses, each member rides be collected in the Business Oftwice a week and learns the fice. If you are uncertain about
proper care of riding equipment where you should park, see your
and other important techniques dormitory manager or check by
necessary the other two days of the Business Office.
Harold Bowie
the week.

le1:s~_
ddition to her lecture on
Art, "The 19th Century Revolution in Art," illustrated with colored slides, will be an exhibit of
about 20 paintings by the Abingdon Square Painters, a cooperative group of professional artists,
students and other persons.
Miss Fitzgerald, · director of
New York's Abingdon Square
Painters since 1948, is a native
Virginian and a graduate of Randolph Macon Woman's College,
on whose Board of Trustees she
now serves. Her interest in Art
developed at . an early age and
she began her study when she
was eleven years old.
Following graduation from college, she continued her study at
the Art Students League of New
York under the eminent John
Sloan. Several summers were
spent in the class of Ambrose
Webster, Cubist painter, at Provincetown, Mass., and she traveled iri. Europe, studying at the
chief galleries.
Miss Fitzgerald returned to
New York, where she worked in
the private class of Maurice
Stern. Her paintings were shown
in group exhibitions at various
New York galleries, and, in 1944,
her first one-man show was held
at the Charles Barzansky Gallery. Since that time, she has
had three more one-man shows
and her paintings have been exhibited regularly with Barzansky's group exhibitions.
As a lecturer, Miss Fitzgerald
has filled engagements at numerous colleges, art museums and
libraries, where she has earned a
reputation for inspiring a deep
appreciation for creative art
among the members of her audience.

Alexander Is Elected
State Club Officer
Miss Lynn Alexander, junior
home economics major from
Delight, Ark., was elected secretary-treasurer of the . State College Home Economics Association at the convention in Little
Rock, Oct. 10.
Installation will be at the
spring workshop to be held here
at Harding.
Miss Mozelle Telchik served
on the nominating committee for
the convention. Miss Carole
Thomas is the out-going president.
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THE HARDING BISON
Searcy, Ark.

How to Face Criticism
By Eddie Campbell

BISON ADS CAN HELP YOU
It was unknown to students and merchants until recently that the yearly buying power of Harding students approaches the $350,000 mark. -Little d~d
we realize how much the students of this
college contribute to Searcy business.
The results of the student buying survey, page _8 qf this edition, re"."ealed the
surprising, somewhat ast~:mn~mg fact~.
Yet in spite of the contribution of this
su~ of money to Searcy merchants, ~alf
the student body reported disappointment over inability to find merchandise
that they wanted while shopping in
Searcy.
This is partly due to the fact that students do not know where to look for the
things they want. This problem has been
partially solved through the use of
Bison ads. We urge you to pay close
attention to Bison ads in order to further
eliminate the shopping problem.
Harding students are important to
Searcy business. We hope that this accurate survey will aid in better understanding between students and the businessmen of Searcy.

SPEECH with PEACH
.By ~EACHY HIGHTOWER

Last Saturday evening Dr. Evan Ulrey's back
yard was the scene of a very delightful hamburger fry and wiener roast. There were . potato chips, pickles, slaw, lettuce, tomat~s, iced
tea, hot coffee, in other words, everything that
makes a party successful. The get-together was
for speech majors and the speech department
faculty. One cannot imagine the conversations
that one will get into with a group of speech
majors.
Dr. Ulrey said that he hoped the parties
would become a monthly affair, the purpose
being that the members of the speech department get fed intellectually as well as physically.
With Dr. Ulrey fryjng the hamburgers, Mr.
Wiley telling jokes, Tom Wofford laughing, and
the married couples' children playing, the writer
feels that the party was quite enjoyable.
Tonight, the small auditorium will be the
scene of Campus Players' first program for the
new apprentices. The play which will be given
is entitled "Two Slatterns and a King." The
cast is as follows: Chance, Pat Forsee; King, Sam
Kitching; Tidy, Juanita Lawrence; and Slop,
Peachy Hightower. There is one thing about
this play, it is different! The whole dialogue
is in poetry. Don't miss it.

•~:1:w_:;__:_··~.,C ., , ~,,,,.,,,.
Editor .......................... Regina Clary
Assistant Editor . ..... Bennie Porter
Business Manager . .. ..... Don Helms
•
Ass't. Bus. Mgr....... Leon SiZ€more
News Editor .................................... :: ...... Sara Good
News Staff .... Pat Huckabee, Bob Silvey, Gary
Ackers, Naomi Walker, Kathy Maddox,
Pat Forsee, Grace Davis, Anita Stone.
Anita Stone.
Academy News .......... ... .. .. .... .. . DeVonne Clark
Sports Editor ................................. ... Ed Hightower
Sports Staff ........ Harold Valentine, co-editor,
Jim Citty, Donny Berryhill, Clifford
Boatright, Leon Sizemore, Gerald Casey,
Curry Peacock, Neal Stine, Barbara
Galyon, Edna Lamberson.
AC1ldemy Sports .. ............ .... ... .. . .... ...... Sid Tate
Society Editor .................................. Lynn Merrick
Society Staff ........ Edna Knore, Alice Conner,
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Phillips.
·
Religious Editor ............................ Lynn Anderson
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Pritchett, Kathy Maddox.
Editorial Staff .. ... .... ...... .. .. .. . .. ... . .. .. Marilyn Baily
Betty Olmstead, Eddie Campbell
Proofreaders .... Gary Blake, Fay Conley, Gaylon
Bach, Kay Doak.
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· Grace Davis, Gaylon Bach, Joan Lyon,
Georgie Ann Claypool.
Typists ........ Carolyn Sweet, Nelda Walters, Kay
Doak, Linda Crews, Jackie Harrison.
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Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
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during the regular academic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the students of Harding College, Searcy,, Arkansas.
Entered as second class matter August 18,
1936 at Searcy, Arkansas, Post Office under act
of March 3, 1879.
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Does it make you angry or provoked
for someone to criticize you or what you
have done? Most of us resent some criticism and many of us are resentful of
even the mildest forms of criticism. I
would like to suggest some ideas that
will help us all when someone turns the
cannon of criticism in our direction.
First of all, why do people have to be
critical? There are, in my opinion, two '
kinds of criticism, constructive and destructive. For constructive criticism we
should be thankful. Most people are
not interested in us enough to even
notice our accomplishments so we should
appreciate this kind of criticism. The
second kind of criticism is destructive.
This kind of critic is trying to hinder not
help.
Years ago when the Prince of Wales
was attending Dartmouth College, one of
the officials found the young prince crying one day. He could not find out from
him what the trouble was, but from other
cadets ·h e learned that the cadets had
been kicking him. It was learned that
these cadets, who would one day be in
the king's navy, were kicking him so
that later they could say they had kicked
the king. Sometimes we (like the young
prince) may be kicked because it gives
the kicker a feeling of importance. Sometimes we are criticized because we are
worthy of attention. We should not even
resent this kind of criticism, because it
· is a compliment in disguise.
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Of all the things in the world, what do you
fear the most?"
Sally

N~l:

"Meyers' English class!"

Earlene Shewmaker: ''My .chemistry grade."
Carroll Beeson: "Death."
Mrs. Corrine Hart: "It would be hard to define
what I do fear because there isn't much that
I do fear. I do have claustrophobia, if that can
be called fear."
Jolm Wilson: "Phiffil! I don't know. I guess
I'm not scared of nothing."

In the second place we should recognize the fact that criticism is inevitable.
We should, therefore, expect it. We are
all familiar with Aesop's fable about the·
man, the boy, and the donkey. They
were criticized for both riding the donkey, the boy riding the donkey, the old
man riding the donkey, and for not riding at all. Finally in their desperation
and trying to please each critic they
picked up the donkey and were attempting to carry the beast when he kicked,
flounced, and fell off a bridge and was
drowned. We can~ please everyone so
why try. A certain amount of criticism
is inevitable, we should expect it.

Ronald Kersh: "Girls!"
Jim Citty: "Missing free shots that could win
a ball game;- as I did in the game with Arkansas
State · Junior College last year."
Phil Summerlin: "Asking a girl for a date."

Thirdly, we can profit from criticism.
Not all criticism is wrong. We are all
human and make mistakes. We should
be thankful that our critic doesn't know
all the foolish things and blunders we
have made. We should look at criticism
objectively and try to see the truth and
make the proper corrections. We 'can
profit from criticism.

Dr. Cliff Ganus: "The fear of not measuring up
to what God expects of me here on earth.''

In the fourth place we should not let
our critic get us down. We cannot afford to let our critic cause us to really
do wrong by doing nothing. The only
way to avoid criticism is to say nothing,
do nothing, and be nothing. We should
not let someone else, maybe someone who
dislikes us, determine whether we should
have peace of mind or not. Let's do the
best we can, keep the recor9. straight, be
honest with ourselves, our fellowman and
with God, then all the criticism in the
world will do us no harm.'
Our fundamental sin is pride. Selfpity feeds on pride. Some of us are so
wrapped up in ourselves that we can't
see beyond our own wounds. The worst
thing that we can: do when criticized is to
feel sorry for ourselves. Remember this
- most people are not interested in us
enough to even criticize. When I think
· about criticism and the critic I think of
Abraham Lincoln. His wife criticized him
for being too tall, for the way he dressed,
for his lack of refinement; his cabinet
criticized him when he was president;
and, during the Civil War he received a
flood of criticism with each mail, yet this
is what he said about it all:

''If I were to try to read, n;_uch less to
answer all the attacks made on me, this
shop might as well be closed for any
other business. I do the very best I
know how - the very best I can, and I
mean to keep on doing so till the end. If
the end brings me out · all right, then
what is said against me won't matter.
If the end brings me out wrong, then
ten angels swearing I was ' right would
make no difference."

You and I can do no better.

Cecil Nix: "Storms as we had last week."
Peggy King: "The dark.''
Frank Underwood: "Dining hall food."
Silvia Hpger: "People who drive over 100
mph. and under 20 mp?-.''
Peachy

High~wer:

"Snakes!!"

Rosemary Matheny: ''Being an old maid."
Dwight Thompson: "Jack Wood Sears and his
biology tests.''
Sarah Burns: "My father if I ever wreck our
car.''

Mavis Baldwin: "Failure."
Margie Clark: "The inadequacy to meet the
standards that are set by modern day society.''

INHO.VATIQN

THE
INNER MAN
By JACK CAMPBELL

,.

The Psalmist's statement, "Blessed is the man
that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly,".
is certainly one worthy of examination. Negative termination is used here to bring forth a
positive truth. A blessed man is one who has
the proper frame of mind for Christian living;
he is a happy man. Paul said that such a man
will be happy even if he is reproached for the
name of Christ. This happy man does not stand
back and look at Christ as someone way out in·
.another world; he looks at Christ as a personal
part of his inner being. This man has real peace
of mind. Louise May Alcott once said, "I had a
pleasant time ~ith my mind, for it was happy."
To walk godly is desired by nearly everyone
at least sometime during his life. The sad
factor, however, is the fact that many fail to
recognize, or at least utilize, every opportunity
to serve Christ to their fullest before their lives
are ended. Consolation a~d blessedness comes
from true devotion to Christ and fellowman. The
assurance of a life well lived on earth is accompanied with eternal rest with God.
The godly man must be planted well. His
foundation must be grounded deep in the principles of Christianity. He must form good habits
which will increase his faith. Each day he will
find time in which he meditates upon the Word
of God, and contemplate improvements which
will aid his life and those around h4n. He shall
be like a plant which 15rini;(eth forth a fruitful
tree: Because he is stanch, he will be less dependent upon those around him. He is not
sickly and unproductive, but because he stands
firm in his faith, he produces always. In short,
the laborer is worthy of his reward.

Practically all organizations of any type in
The ungodly are not like the fruitful laborers;
this count~y operate under republican ideas of
because the ungodly miss the heavenly rewards.
government. Republicanism . i~ a . derivitive of
democracy in that all parbCipatmg memJ;>ers
The sinners' only rewards are those obtained
vote on major issues and elect representatives
through ·the pleasures of the world. Thus, the
of their interests, who make minor decisions and
sinner
fays up treasures only for himself; he is
policies. Thus, a republican society demands a
not rich toward God. The world is ungodly.
high level of capability from its leaders 8:nd also
a high competence in selecting leadership fromGreat need is manifested for faith in Christ and
its voters.
.
not faith in the world. The increased lowering
Harding has numerous organizations, both
of moral standards rings out the necessity for
large and small, that function in this way. These
dissemination of Christ's message both in the
range from the Student Association, with memUnited States and abroad. Stop right now and
bership encompassing the entire student body,
take stock! Is the world a better or worse place
to ·the Intercollegiate Society of Individualists,
to live in because of the things you do?
which boasts a roster of three. Consequently
elections take place day and night the year
The privileges and freedoms of Christian Eduaround.
cation secure vital opportunities to walk a
There are quite a few opportunities to degodly life. Cognizance of this need should move
velop leadership on campus, but each of these
us to grasp all the information we can absorb
opportunities entails a responsibility to promote
while we are still young. Grow in Christ and
the collective interests of . the group. Usually
be a link in the chain of Christianity, even if
this responsibility is more nearly in :proportio~
your basic position is not that of a minister.
to the amount of work demanded by the posiPaul realized the value of education; and estion than to he honor accorded.
pecially that of Christian education. His exOn the other hand, the opportunities for
hortation is, "Study to show thyself approved
leadership at Harding are complemented by a
unto God, a workman that needeth not to be
duty on the part of each member to ensur~ seashamed, rightly _dividing the word of truth."
lection of the -most capable officers. This duty
Paul's intense training and education supplied
includes, first, familiarity with the qualificati~ns
him with tact to gain entrance into many hearts
of all candidates. Then, a personal selection
where otherwise he would have failed. It was
must be made. Finally, if one believes that a
not education only, but Paul overflowed with
certain candidate stands head and shoulders
discretion and the inspiration of God. All these
above the others, it is his responsibility to nomithings aided Paul's successful conversation and
nate that candidate and to campaign openly for . 1 conversion of the learned a.nd unlearned, the
him.
rich and poor.
Conversely, if, after 'careful investigation, one
finds very little or no difference among the
Success with Christ and college is a challenge
potential leaders in question ethical conside~a
for all of us - a new one for many of us. The
tions prohibit the exercise of his personal mimpact a small group of Christians leaving Harfluence and even of his vote.
ding each year can have upon the world cannot
It is only when leaders and voters recognize
be 'estimated - if they are equipped well. Plan
and assume these. responsibilities that a repuband carry the Gospel to a world that is in need.
lican organization can function with maximum
When the time is upon us, be not weighed in
effectiveness.
the balance and fout;1d wanting.

NEW A.RRIVALS
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Perrin
have a son, Robin Dale, born
Sept. 30, their first child.
Mr. and Mrs. James Atkinson
announce the birth of a daughter, Heather Lynna, born Oct. 6 .
The Atkinsons also have a little
boy.

LCs Have Bunking Party
"Open House" was the cause
of blury eyes among the L.C. club
members Monday. Nine members met Sunday evening in
Cathcart Hall for a bunking party to work on plans for open
house and pledge books. Miss
Joyce Riggs, their new sponsor,
helped the old members think
up ''miseries" for new members.

Oriental Club Elects
Two New Officers

Lambdas Treat Guests
To Stag Weiner Roast

Members of t he Oriental Club
elected officers in their recent
meeting. John Lau was elected
vice-president and Titus Chan
.was re-elected treasurer. Malcolm Parsley and his wife, Shirley, will remain in positions of
president and secretary, respectively.
Committees were also appointed and all member s of the club
volunteered to serve in a t least
one. These committees are Bulletin Board Committee, Social
Committee, Announcement Committee, Bison Committee, Book
Gathering and Binding Committee (for books to be sent to the
Christian college in Korea ) , Film
Procurer Committee, and Program Committee.

With sponsor Don Sime and
pr ospective club members as
guests, the Lambda Sigmas took
t o the woods Saturday night for
a wiener roast and a game of
"Capture t h e Flag." Although
the flags were not captured, at
least permanently, there were
battle scars to remind certain
ones of their efforts.
At recent meetings, committees were appointed to plan the
activities for pledge week. Highlighting one of the meetings was
a chocolate cake baked by club
queen Linda Crews.

Record Players and Music on record·· Opera, Sacred, show, ballet, popular,
hillbilly, western, and bop, in
stereo and monaural.

West Book Store
On the square in Searcy

Jhe 3 R's of Good Eating

~OBERSON'S
~ENDEZVOUS

Davis Hosts to Party;
Honors 'Wimpy' Wright
Car d games, movies of past
chorus trips, a ,,round at the
"ivories", a hymn sing, and
strawberry shortcake, were all
featured at the home of Kenneth Davis for the first annual
a-cappella chorus party Thurs.,
Oct. 9.
The hymn sing on the lawn
was dedicated to Wimpy Wright,
a longstanding member of the
chorus, who leaves Monday for
Belgium.
The names of the new quartet
were announced. They are: Harold Valentine, Morgan Richardson, Bob Silvey, and Jim Howard.
The names of the main women's ensemble are: Delia Stafford, Roberta Rhodes, Mary
Redwine, Donna Adams, Carolyn
Hightower, Ann Bobo', Marilyn
Caldwell, Marilyn Davis, Charlene
Harris, and Betty Clark.

SERVING GOOD FOOD FOR 26 YEARS

Il

SEWING CENTER

Any Size Party

t

Repair, parts, accessories j
RENTALS
j
110 E. Center
Ph. 1456 j
Searcy, Arkansas
j
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Modern
Shoe Store

their sponsor, Mrs. Bill Hampton, to discuss plans for open
house, held in Pat Betts' room.
The theme was centered · around
a typical M.E.A. girl.
The Inter-Club Council appointed the M.E.A. to arrange
and make plans for the table
decorations at the open house in
Cathcart reception room.

-
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The Kappa Phi social club called a meeting Oct. 7, for the purpose· of appointing committees
and making plans for open house.
The members also decided to
help support the Student Association project in bringing canned
food to the church each Sunday.
The club officers fo1· this semester are the following: Caroline Hamm, pres.; Kirsten Christensen, vice-pres. ; Carole Thomas, sec.; Joan Epp, treas.; and
Pat Ennis, reporter.

Summer Wedding
For Silvia Hager

Omega Phi Finishes
Pledge Week Plans
The Omega Phi social club held
a called meeting in the room of
Betty Baker and Betty Clark.
Final plans for open house and
pledge week were made.
A committee was appointed to
decorate for open house, and
each member received a special
work assignment to help prepare
for pledge week. The meeting
was adjourned by singing the
club song.

The Beta Phi Kappa held its
second meeting of the year Monday night, Oct. 6. ~ purpose
of this meeting was to adopt an
amendment to the constitution.
Among the other items discussed
was the club project. After some
discussion the members decided
unanimously to buy a radio for
the infirmary. It was also agreed
that the club would have a
party at the home of one of its
members, Clyde Reese.

Sub Ts Give Admirals
New Club Jackets
The Sub-T's gathered, with
sponsors, for a called meeting
Friday night, Oct. 10, at the college's Park Avenue house. The
club decided to award Admirals
Cliff Ganus and Herb Dean with
new Sub-T jackets in appreciation for the fine work t hey have
done in the years they have been
with the crew.
The club will meet Thursday
evening in the Empire Room to
pay tribute to the leaders.

The store that sells top quality products
for the lowest price.

.. Highway 67E

Guy's Drive Inn
· {:[ Jumbo Hamburgers
-k Chicken in the Basket
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See the • • •
All New - Wonderful New
1959 CHEVROLET

with
French Fried Potatoes, French Fried Onions,
Hot Buttered Rolls

Seafood Basket - Shrimp Oysters in Season
Phone 2397

Fish
Searcy, Ark.
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Mr. and Mrs. Elden Hager of
Route 1, Searcy, Ark., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Silvia to Mr. Bernard "Boo"
Waites of Ringgold, La. Miss
Hager is a freshman at Harding
College. Mr. Waites is a senior
and a member of the Frater Sodalis social club. The wedding
will take pl~ce next summer.

German Club Sees
Foreign Newsreel
" Sprechen Sie Deutsch?" was
the question asked all members
of the German Club Thursday
night, Oct. 9, by Bob Helsten,
sponsor.
After a brief business meeting,
the members learned two German children's hymns. A short
devotional, two hymns, a reading of the 23rd Psalm, and a
prayer in German followed. The
meeting was then adjourned to
the American Studies uditorium
where a German newsreel was
shown.
The German club is a new or- •
ganization on campus and its
purpose is to study the German
language and its culture.
Meetings are held every Thursday night at 7 o'clock in the conference room of the library. All
interested are invited to attend.

Northern Lights Club
Selects New Officers
The Northern Lights Club met
Thursday, Oct. 9, in the Science
building, Room 200 and elected
officers. The officers are Eddie
Dunn, pres.; Richard Kruse, vicepres.; Bettie Kruse, sec.; Kay
Doak, reporter.
John Lasater
was unanimously re-erected as
sponsor. The standing committees were. then appointed for the
year.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, Nov. 6, at 8:30 p.m.
in the Science building, Room
200.

Home Economics Club
':>iscuss Woman's Place
In United Nations

HAILES FURNITURE COMPANY

Excellent
Shoe Repair Service
• Brands you know,
Shoes you love.

*

Kappa Phis Call Meeting
To Appoint Committees

Regina President Chosen Beta Phis Donate
Club Council Chairman Radio For Infirmary

Name Brand
j Typical MEA Member
Sewing Machines j Theme for Open House
Universal & Hoover i The Mu Eta Adelphian social
Vacuum Cleaners i club met in the apartment of

(Across from
Van-Atkins)

Small and Large Banquet Service for

s:

Sunday night, Oct.
a group
of college men gathered in front
of the gym.
These men are
members of the Frater Sodalis
men's social club- and their
guests, headed for -a stag outing
at Camp Wyldewood.
One of the more important
phases of an outing is getting to
eat: After everyone had relaxed
they roasted wieners, ate potato
chips, ice cream, and washed it
all down with orange juice. After
eating,# several songs were sung
and a few games were played.
Have you ever been · on a
snipe hunt? Ralph Graham, Don
Jennerman, and Dave Hobby had
not and suffered the consequences for being so gullible.
At 1:30 Monday morning, Benny Stephens discovered that a
Morris Miner ean easily be picked
up and placed in strange places,
so when Andy and Ed Ritchie
tried to leave they discovered
that having a car's axle on blocks
is not conductive to movement.

On Oct. 6, the Reginas met in
a special meeting to discuss plans
for open house. The location
was chosen on the second floor
of Cathcart Hall, and decorations
were planed. Pledge week also
was discussed. Cokes and cookies were served after the meeting by hostsses Lavonne Thompson and Erma Smith.
+•-n- U1- •- im- w- 111- 1 11 -U11- oo-1+
Lavonne Thompson was selectI'
J
ed council chairman of the InterJOHNSON
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Club Council.
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Fraters Go Stag;
Some Hunt Snipes

Pointed toes or the new square toe look
SEE THEM AT OUR STORE
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The Home Economics Club met
Tuesday, Oct. 7,· in the Empire
Room for their regular monthly
meeting. Following a short business metting, Etta Mae Westbrook read the introduction to
the article, "No Time · for Knitting." The article, presented in
-:t series, deals with the woman's
place in the United Nations. She
announced that United Nations
Day would be observed Oct. 24.
New members were initiated
in a candlelight ceremony.

Blue· and White Scheme
For Oege Open Hous·e
Pairs of little blue feet upon
the walls and in the halls led
the way to the OEGE Club's
display for open-house, held in
room 102 in Cathcart Hall. Blue
and white, the Club's colors,
were carried out in their theme
for open-house and blue lights
illuminated the room. A centerpiece of styo-foam letters, spelling OEGE, stood between blue
tapers. A bulletin board showed
the many functions held by the
clu~banquets, outings, parties,
and third functions.
Diana
Woodie portrayed the typical
OEGE pledge.
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We welcome Harding Collect students and faculty.
Our business is to serve
you with
top quality
cookies, decorated cakes
and bakery products.
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TRUMAN- BAKE·R
CHEVROLET COMPANY

FAMILY SHOE STORE
305 North Spring St.

Searcy

113 E. Center Ave.
Phone 353
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Intramural Football
In Final Play-Offs

;Razorbacks Outplay Longhorns
To Whip Favored Texans, 6-0

Oklahoma Beats
Tennessee, 46 0-

1

An aroused Razorback team found an excellent field
general in Cliff Boaright last Friday night and promptly
upset favored Texas 6-0. The lone tally was set up by
an 11-yard pass play from Boatright to John McCoy on
a fourth-and-10 play. On the next play Wayman Epp
scampered 22 yards around
right end down to the Texas the ball as the first half ended.
Late in the second quarter
3, then plowed over on the
Dave Meadows fumbled and the
next play.

11

Led by James Stone, the powerful Oklahoma Sooners bulldogged their way to a 44-0 victory over cellar dwelling Tennessee.
The victory, Oklahoma's
thlrd in a row, gave them a three
win-no loss record for the season.
James Stone and Billy Mac
Smith led the Sooner offense.
Stone completed eight out of
eleven passes for a total of 213
yards. Five of Stone's eight completions resulted in touchdowns.
Smith averaged nine yards per
carry, including two 17-yard
touchdown runs.
Tenn.
Okla.
First downs
5
1
Yards rushing
111
3
Passes
11
12
Complete
8
1
Yards passed
213
33
Penalized
35
10

ball was recovered by Jerry
Escue of Texas on the Razorback's 38. A pass· to Higginbotham on t he weak side netted
22 yards down to the Razorback
10. With only seconds remaining Jerry Mitchell failed to see
Escue in the end zone and ran
the ball only to be stopped on
the 5. The half ended with no
score.
Texas' powerful single - wing
never developed in the ~ond
half, since they spent most of
their time backed deep in their
own territory. Escue and Sharp
were the "bears" on defense,
making tackles all over the field.
Epp and Meadows played excellent defensive football for Arkansas. Easily the outstanding
offensive player of the game, Epp
bulled and rammed his way for
over half of Arkansas' total
yards. Epp scored Arkansas' first
touchdown of the year.

1'3urton kicked off to start the
ball game , and Texas could find
no running room so quickly
booted back to Arkansas. After
a Texas penalty, an aerial intended for Burton went astray.
On fourth down the Hogs elected to punt. Bullock received the
ball on his own 10 and with a
good exhibition of broken field
Grimacing Billy Mac Smith, Oklahoma back, is being tackled by
running returned the ball to his
an unidentified Volunteer. Weldon Hendrix (No. 33) closes in
40. There Texas started its only
from behind.
sustained drive which bogged
down on the Hog 12 after some
Batting Averages
fine running by Higginbotham
INTRAMURAL
and Mitchell. A pass from Hig(at least 10 AB)
SCOREBOARD
ginbotham to Escue was incomab r h pct. plete, and Arkansas took over
Football Standings
=~e~a!'t::U
16 7 10 .625
Team
Won Lost Pts. Opp. R N
d
Softball Standings
12 7 7 .582
Oklahoma
3
O
66
O
•
orwoo '
Arkansas
2
1
8
12 D. Wood
13 5 7 .538 Name
ab r h pct.
Texas
1
2
16
14 D. Starr
15 7 8 .533 Vols
5
0
1.000
Tennessee
0
0
0
64 H. Valentine
15 10 8 .533 Pels
o
1.000
3
B. Gordon
16 4 8 .500
.500
Last Week's Results
2
2
12 4 6 .500 Travelers
D. Kennedy
.400
2
G. Turner
3
... Softball
19 6 9 .474 Chicks
.250
3
D. Horsman
1
11 5 3 .454 Bears
Vet Village 14, Barons 4
.000
D. Thompson
4
0
18 4 8 .444 Barons
Vols 10, Faculty 9

I

Wildcats ,Bow Out
To Beebe, 25-0
The mysteries of the single
wing were too much for the
Academy's Wildcats last Friday
night at Beebe as the Badgers
scored an easy 25-0 victory. Beebe alternated end sweeps with
spinners up the middle to score
in each quarter.
After holding the Cats' first
offensive attempt to the midstripe, the Badgers set the pattern for · the evening. Beebe's
Guyot
and Hall
alternated
around end and up the middle in
the next eleven plays for the first
score. The Cats allowed unnecessary gains to be made , failing
to show the tackling sharpness
that they had perfected in previous games.
Bouncing back from Beebe's
first score, the Cats moved the
ball deep into Badger territory
before losing the ball on a fumble which seemed to take the
fire out of the Academy. Never
again did Harding threaten seriously t o score, and they fumbled
five more times.
This week on Friday night
the Cats return home against the
Arkansas Deaf School of " Little
Rock.

Chicks 10, Bears 6
Pels 10, Travelers 9
Travelers 7 , Bears 2
Vols 8, Chicks 0
Faculty 10, Barons 1
Vet Village 9, Pels 7
Vols 1, Barons 0
Facult y 5, Travelers 3

BERRYHILL'S
Sporting Goods

See the New
Harding Records
Low Priced
45 and 33 I /3 RPM
Come see our
Great Spiritual
Selections
HARDING
COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

men ts.

.. .
Harding College ·Laundry
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We have the best in
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all types of sports

i

Football

I

at the
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BEMISWALL

I

FOLDING
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Umbrellas

!

Just received a new shipment of men's
automatic umbrellas. I 00 % nylon cover
for only $4.98.

at

Corsages
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Gifts

Novelties
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Special Discounts on Banquet Orders
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PARTITIONS

1
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CHURCHES

II
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i THE GREEN BARN FLORIST
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For .Wedding Consultant Service

1

DOORS
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VAH ATKINS
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Economical
Compact
Easy to operate
Durable_

Distributors for the State
of Arkansas . Contact us
for complete information,
samples, and prices.

FRIDAY

25 ¢ Dial Soap .... .. ...... 19¢
l 8¢ Lux, Bath Size ... . 13¢
29¢ Dove, Bath Size .... 21 ¢
69¢ Tooth Brushes ...... 39¢
59 ¢ Vital is ... ............. 40¢

2 ~00 Desert Flower Hand

§

IDEAL SHOP

!

35¢ Kleenex 400's .. .... 27¢

EVERY DAY VALUES

5

~

34¢ Lux Flakes .. ... ... ... . 30¢

l .00 Stationery ........ ..- 79¢ · ·

Ci

~

33 ¢ Tide . . .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. 29¢

2.00 Revlon Silken
Net ......... ... ..... . 1.29

EE
E

A~ways Welcome

I

Oklahoma 46, Tennessee 0
Arkansas 6, Texas 0

98¢ Colgate Push Button
Dental Cream .. .. 69¢

withdrawinCJ the soil from your CJGr·

~

equipment

MONDAY ONLY

USE BISON ADS

It pleases us for the opportunity of

C

In the intramural football division of sports on Harding's campus, the 2nd half of the season
will be played off this week .
This will be a single eiimination
play-off. Cecil Beck said that ,..,,
if the weather was good, all
intramural sports in progress
now will be finished by Saturday, ~
Oct. 25.
This week the teams that win
will go into the final play-off on
Oct. 25. Arkansas (no. 2 team)
will play Tennes~ (no. 4 team)
Friday night, the 17th.
On
Saturday night, the 18th, Oklahoma will go up against the
Texas (no. 3 team) men.
If Oklahoma wins the play-off
there will be no more games,
since they will be the league
champions as well as· the playoff champions. If they lose in
the play-offs they will play the
play-off champions in another
game.

GARNER-McKENNY
Supply Co.

& Body Lotion 1 .00
1.75 Hudnut Creme
Rinse ... .. ... .. ... ... 98¢
53 ¢ Colgate Dental Cream
2 for ....... .. ... .... 89¢
l.19 lpana . Plus .... .... 99¢
53 ¢ Kolynos Toothpaste
2 for 69¢
98¢ lpana Push-Button 88¢
75 Big Value
Envelopes .. .. .... .. 39¢
59 ¢ Vaseline Cream
Tonic ........ ..... .. .. . 49¢
$1 .00 Gillette Razor .. 79¢
3.00 Revlon Lipstick,
2 refills, l case 2.00
4.75 Revlon Moqn Drops
& Moisture Balm 3.00
60¢ White Rain Shampoo
2 for 89¢
1.79 Rapid-Shave, Schick
razor & blades .... 99¢
12-Pc. Melaminee informal
Dinnerware .. ... 2.98
24.95 Luxury Acrilan
Elec. blanket .. 18.95

HEADLEE'S

221 W. Market St.

204 No. Spring

Searcy, Ark.

I

DRUG STORE
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Lovebright Diamond Rings

;

a The registered diamonds that a;sure you of permanent I

*

*

value always.
FINE STERLING SILVER by Gorham,
Towle, Wallace and International.
CHINA by Lenox
and Syracuse.
CRYSTAL by Tiffin, Glastonbury.

*

Two watch repairmen for the finest in
JEWELRY and WATCH REPAIR

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

OPEN AN EASY PAY CREDIT ACCOUNT

Cothern's Men's Store

with no interest at

The Place to CJO for the
Searcy

Phone 1000

Brands you know

ii

PARR,ISH JEWELRY

~ Phone 431

§

Court Square

Searcy, Ark.

§

~
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Academy

New~

The Citizenship Club officers
.for this year are Timmy Rhodes,
pres. ; Tommy Bryant, vice-pres.;
. and Nancy Knott, sec. The snack

n
t.
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bar sponsored by the Citizenship Club, h'a s proved very popular already t his year.
Ten
minutes between the first and
second period are provided when
milk, crackers, or can dy bars
may be bought.

i

n

We are extremely proud of
the tea -thi"s year and the work
it has ULbeen doing. Also the
Harding Academy Pep Club has
been complimented for the wonderful interest and school spirit
it has promoted at every game.
Our president this year of the
1111 1111n11"11 11u 1111 1t111 11.1 11111- r +
cheering section is Linda Risini ger; vice-pres., Myra Cope; and
You're Welcome .I' sec.-treas., Jo Hughes.
Harding Academy cheerleaders
to
for this year are Jacquie Hathcock, Mary Lea Northcut, Anf nette Davis, Naita Berryhill, and

i

Deluxe
Barber Shop

f
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I

I Melton
I
~

I

--Friendl·y Service-- = 1
I
Phone 9?

I
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M. M. GARRISON

I

Cooper!I

West Side of
Court House
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JEWELER - .

1

We have the finest in
all types of jewelry_
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We also have
a service department.

Stotts Drug Store
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PRESCRIPTIONS
103 W. Arch

- .....

Nationally advertised
products only.

Russian Club Corrects
Error in Last Bison,
Bales to Speak Oct. 16

PHONE 225

Phone 33
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Small Repair may become expensive.
Don't Delay come and see us today.

~

HART AUTO SERVICE

Remember your Xmas
shopping. Buy from us
now and save.

*WRECKER SERVICE*
Day Phone 420
Night Phone 854W
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The Russian Studies Club regrets the error made in last
week's Bison. Dr. J. D. Bales
· is scheduled to be the speaker
at the October 16 meeting instead of the previous one. Dr.
Bales subject is to be "The Russian Man and His Philosophy".
Everyone is urged t o attend this
meeting and hear the lecture.

Krohs Ladies
Apparel

'=-:=

(An alumni of Harding)
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We appreciate your
patronage!
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II TALKINGTON
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·Bowl in Air-Conclitionecl Comfort

II

Gulf Station
Phone 923

.

Buy a complete bowling outfit

WELCOME BACK!

We have a complete assortment of

The Best Hafrcuts in
Town Come From

*
*
*

Shoes

CENTRAL
Barber .Shop

Balls
Bags

f

<frand .Opening- sat.• Oct. 1a

J:aculty Members Attend
Tenth Yearly Conference

USE BISON ADS

Baker's
Cities .Service

Barber Shop

*
*

We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business
218 W. Arch

Dean L. C. Sears, Mr. M. L .
Lawson, Dr. Evan Ulrey and
Dr. Joe Pryor attended the Tenth
Annual Conference on Higher
Education at Harrison Hall in
Petit Jean State Park Oct. 9-10.
This meeting is sponsored by
the institutions of higher education of Arkansas and the Committee on Liberal Arts Education of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
The conference theme was explained by Mr. Storm Whaley,
an administrative assistant and
director of information at the
University of Arkansas. Empha·
sizing the need for higher educa·
tion in Arkansas, Mr. Whaley
stated that only four per cent of
the people in Arkansas twentyfive years of age and over have
had four years of college work
compared to a national average
of ·about twelve per cent.
Dr. Daniel D. Feder, Dean of
Students at the University of
Denver spoke on "The Students''
and Dr. James M. McCrim..m.on,
Head of the Division of General
Studies at the University of
Illinois spoke on "The Faculty"
at the' Thursday evening session.
Dr. Charles F. Clarke, Director
of Teachers Edu~ation at North
Texas State University, spoke on
"The Curriculum of Higher
Education" and Dr. Francis G.
Cornell an education consultant,
' "The Physical Pl ant" at
spoke on
the session Friday morning.

Pick-up and Delivery
service

East End
BARBER SHOP

A complete line of
City Service products

1515 East Race Ave.
Across from Hart's Garage

*-!:I
*

See us and Save
211 East Race

Ph. 1516

T.V.

New chairs
Free Parking

Men with Experience

BURKS' BODY SHOP

Raymond Hill
.

Joe Cunningham

•..

--"'.'.;

Complete Body Work, Refinishing
and Glass Installment

Put yourself in our

" Come see us and save on repairs"

shoes

1512 E. Race Ave.

Heur's Shoe
Store

Searcy, Ark.

West of Court House

FREE

FREE

f REE

Rain hoods for the ladies,

2 lb. Sugar with the pur-

balloons for the kiddies,

chase of each 5 gallons of

Cokes for all.

gasoline.

FREE
10 lubricatiorf jobs
10 oil changes
10 wash jobs
Just register. No purchase
necessary. Drawing 8 p.m.
Saturday.

WELCOME

on any Bible purchased in our store.
Commercial Printing Company, Inc.

0

0

Gary Ackers, president of the
sophomore class, has announced
the appointment of six standing
committees. These committees
- social, project, financial, athletic, publicity, and secretariat
- will function throughout the
school year.
·
The social committee is headed
by Margie Clark. Members are
Bob Jones, Chuck Lucas, Mary
Jane Christmas, and Barbara
Taylor.
'
Dean Priest is the chairman of
the project committee, consisting
of Myra Dasher, Jeutonne Patten, Harold Valentine, and Frank
Underwood..
Head of the financial committee
is Shirley Richardson. Working
in the group are James Kellett,
Joan Lyon, Jim Walton, Diana
Woodie, and John Milton.
Athletic committee chairman is
Gerald Casey. Jim Citty, Curry
Peacock, Aileen Cornish, and
Edna Lamberson compose the
membership-:W orking with Cornelius Laird,
chairman· of the publicity committee, are Carolyn Davis, Dick
Mock, Ann Richardson and Sara
Good.
Pat Ennis is the chaarman of
the secretariat. Her committee
members are June Young, Carolyn Sweet, Jeanne Hockett, and
Doris Gaskill.

Your name stamped in beautiful gold letters

¢

'¢
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Start the new year RIGHT.

*

Pres. Names
·s·Sophomore
• t ees
rx: Stand"1ng C omm1t

Cato's

Next to Sterlings 5 & 10

!

)

Rosemary Speak. They have
done a wonderful J·ob. A lot of
time and work is contributed by
the girls to make this the best
cheering squad we have ever
had. Let's do our part and really
back the team by sitting and
yelling in the section roped off
for t he pep club.
Plans are underway for the
·Academy's Homecoming game
next week with Bald Knob. We
would really like to see a wonderful crowd out to support the
team.
On October 20 all of the llf\W
students will start pledge week,
better known as a wonderful
week of "true service" to others.
The freshman' and sophomore
classes combined for a very enjoyable evening Saturday night,
October 11, for a "tacky" party
in the gymnasium. Games an,d
refreshments of hot dogs, potato
chips, cokes, and cookies provided fun for all.

Phone 1101

Searcy, Ark.
Next door to Rialto Theatre

To

Bradley's
Barber Shop ·
103

W.

Market

A CHRISTIAN' SHOP

-:-HARDINGFaculty and ~ Students ·
WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS

OUR FACILITIES
A Place to Assemble for Banquets
seating 300.

A room for smaller parties
•
•
II
Two hotel rooms for wraps and 11 primping

Atlas Tubes

MOORE'S @
1210 E. RACE AVE.

SERVICENTER
PHONE 930

A Friendly Welcome

MAYFAIR
Phyllis Smith

.

6 for $1.00

**
*

and

Atlas Accessories

Start Today!

Our new remodeled
Laundrette also h~s
Fluff dry service
Dry Cleanin.g
Laundry washed,
dried and pants
finished.

Good CookinCJ

Atlas Tires

I I I \

Jim Smith

Wilco Laundrette

Phone 339

6
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Harding Students Add Almost $350,000 to Searcy Buying Power
Journalism Advertising Class Conducts Survey
of Student Buying Habits as Practical Proiect
(Editor's note: The following is report~d by Miss
Pat Huckabee, who was a member of the advertising
class which conducted the survey during the spring
of 1958. The accompanying figures are from actual
tabulations made from the survey of Harding College
students. Some guidance was given by the Department of Publicity and Publications of the College, but
the actual work was done by the students themselves.)
By Pat Huckabee
When a thousand students are
spending in small amounts
or large it adds up to big
business. This was learned with
full impact when the advertising
class conducted a survey of student buying habits last spring as
one of its practical work projects.
Tabulations released this week
indicate a Harding student buying market of close to $350,000
. for only the classifications in the
questionnaire which measured
money expenditures.
Other Items Additional
This figure does not include
any clothing items · priced under
$25.00, nor does it include such
frequently purchased goods as
toiletries. For instance, 440 students bought shoes here last
year, 310 bought socks, 280
bought hosiery, 260 · bought
shirts, an equal number bou~ht
pants, and 210 bought underwear. Toiletries figures for only
one month revealed a healthy
buying spree of 420 tubes of
tooth paste, 320 cakes of soap,
180 purchases of hair oil, 170 of
deodorant, 160 of shampoo, 140
of razor blades, and 130 each
of shaving cream, face lotion
and hand lotion.
Prepare for Rainy Day
One interesting facet of the
survey revealed the non-startling
fact that 38 % of Harding students have bought an umbrella
since , arriving in Searcy. It was
not revealed how many of the
remaining 62 % brought umbrellas with them and how many
braved the elements without
them, but one short look in the
auditorium corridor during chapel time on any rainy day is sufficient evidence of almost unarumous ownership.
Student Average Two Years
The average Harding student
has been on the campus 17 .3
months. or two school years.
stated in even figures. Married
students, many of whom are
graduate students, have been on
hand an average of 25.9 months.
75% Earn Part of Expenses
Thr.e e out of four Harding students earn at least part of their
school expenses.
Earnings 'of
these account for almost half of
their expenses: Figures for single
and married students are almost
identical in this respect, but it
must be remembered that a
larger portion of married students are receiving GI aid. Only
21.5% of boarding students'
earnings were during the school
term, leaving 78.5% earned during the summer. On the other
hand, 64.9 % of married student$' earnings were during the
regular school term.
Automobiles and ~ervices
In spite of strict regulations
on operation of automobiles by
dormitory students 20% of them
do have automobiles here. Together with the 84.6 % of m.a rried sttfdents having automobiles
the total is 28.3% . Gasoline,
oil and services add to $15.00 a
month per car, and this amounts
to $4,250 per month for all cars,
or $38,205 a school year.
Big Appetites
Outside meals add to $1,865
per month for the student body
-a total of $16,790 for the ninemonth school term. An average
of only 22% of the student body
accounts for this outside meal
buying in a month. Most of
these extra meals were "late
snacks."
Downtown Once-a-Week
The average week finds 280
students going to the . downtown
Rialto theater for a movie. An
average of 187 students will go
downtown for shopping or some
other reason on an average day.
This means that the average student goes downtown every 5 .35
days.

6,000 Flat-Tops
Beauty shops are visited each
3.1 months by 24% of Harding's
women students, an average of
34.5 customers per month. The
men, 89.5% of them, require
many more visits to keep their
"flat-tops" in order. The average interval of 18 days puts 166
Harding men students in barber
chairs each week. This totals
nearly 6,000 haircuts in a S«hool
term .
Groceries Top All Items
Some sample student expenditures, translated into the 36week school term for the entire
student body, produce these impressive totals:
Groceries, $78,149.50, based on
i3c per week by dormitory students and $12.54 per week by
married students; $3, 720 per year
for sporting goods; photographs,
$1,780; photographic materials,
$1,800; laundry and dry cleaning, $36,000; optical services, $1,970; dental services, $7 ,030;· medical expenses, $36,110; books, papers, and magazines (not including textbooks) , $7,620; repairs on
small appliances and timepieces,
$11,700; refreshments, $32,767;
local phone calls, $3.240; phonegraph ,records, $3,],20; flowers,
$1,140; and miscellaneous "doo·
dads," $13,579.
Big-Ticket Purchases
Purchases of major items, in
the $25.00-and-up bracket, add
to a total of $18,163 for the twosemester term. Items producing
this total are, in order of total
dollar
volume:
automobiles,
coats, suits, television sets, typewriters, and jewelry, followed by
other items of less than $1,000
total for the school year.
Disappointed Shoppers
Half of the student body reported disappointment over inability to find merchandise they
wanted while shopping in Searcy.
Of major importance were miscellaneous items of clothing,
17% ; shoes,
15 % ;
certain
brands of cosmetics, 11 % ; particular kinds of yard goods, 6%;
and various miscellaneous items.
A later independent check (not
so scientific as the survey)
proved that many of the items
could have been bought in some
other Searcy store if the customer had known where to find
them.
Random Sample Survey
The buying survey was produced by what research experts
call "random sampling." There
is nothing complicated about it,
but experience has shown that
the results are dependable. It
works like this: Student interviewers were given sections of a
student list and instructed to get
answers from every fourth student on the list, in exact order.
Research men have proved
through exhaustive tests that
such a random sample will accurately indicate the whole of
the list from which it is made.
This is true even when the
sample is only a very small part
of the whole.
With a ' 25%
sample, as used here, accuracy
can be almost absolute.
Only Campus and Vet Village
The only students inte1"viewed
were dormitory students and
Vet Village students.
Other
non-boarding students were not
includea.
Any purchases by
such students will therefore be
in addition to the buymg recorded here.
Supervised by Expert
The survey was conducted under the technical direction of
Russell L. Simmons, director of
publicity and publications, who
joined the Harding staff three
years ago after 26 years on The
Cleveland Press. While on The
Press, Mr. Simmons also served
as research consultant for the
central group of Scripps-Howard
newspapers.

Tabulation of Questions and Answers in Student Survey~
Since coming to Harding what
What items of WEARING APWhat OUTSIDE MEALS have
major purchases of $25.00 or PAREL have you bought in you bought THIS MONTH?
more have you made?
Searcy TIUS YEAR?
22% bought some
44% Coat
%
Avg.
2-year Shoes
5%
78% bought none
Buying Price
Total* Socks
31% Skirt
5%
28 % Jacket
4%
Coat
9.4 $35.88 $3,372.22 Hose
Average answers were:
26% Hat
4%
Suit . .... .... ... 6.1 48.24 2,942.64 Shirts
Banquet .. ...... . ...... . 1.0
26% Belt
4%
Automobile 3.3 332.14 10,960.62 Pants
Meal
...... ... ..... .... .. 1.9
3%
'fypewriter 2.3 110.00 2,530.00 Underw r . 21% Jewelry
Late
S~ck
....... ... 4.8
14% Tie
3%
Jewelry .... 2.3 98.20 2,258.60 Dress
Blouses
11% Scarf
3%
TV Set .... .. 1.9 152.99 2,906.81
Average of answers stated
11%
Insurance .. 1.9 87.62 1,664.78 Material
in money, $8.48.
Tires .... ...... 1.9 37.75
717.25
$1,865.60 per mo.
What articles of DRUGS AND
Formal .. .... 1.4 32.67
457.38 TOil.ETRIES
have you bought
Radio ........ 1.4 33.31
466.38 Tms MONTH?
WHEN was the last time you
Wndw. Fan 1.4 46.67
ATTENDED the DOWNTOWN
653.38
Rec. Player 1.4 90.00 1,260.00 Toothpaste 42% Fac'l Tissue 9% MOVIE?
32% Lipstick
9%
Other major purchases 5,336.75 Soap
Average, 25 days ago.
Hak Oil
18% Powder
8%
280 per week
Total major purchases $36,326.87 Deodorant 17% Prescription 8%
Shampoo 16% Aspirin
5%
WHEN did you last OO TO
4% TOWN?
*Since the average student has Razor Blds 14% Vitamins
been at Harding just under two Shav. Crm. 13% Toothbrush 3%
Average, 5.35 days ago
school years, this can be con- Face Lot'n 13% Mouth wash 3%
187 per day
sidered a buying pattern for a Hnd Lot'n 13%
two-year period.
HOW MUCH have you spent
HOW MUCH have you spent for FLOWERS in Searcy TlilS
HOW LONG have you been AT on REPAIRS LAST MONTH on SCHOOL YEAR'!
HARDING? (stated in months) small appliances and timepieces?
(Average spent)
Single ............... ..... 16.1
Single ......... .... ..... $1.13
Single .... ...... ........ $1.10
Married ......... .. ..... 25.9
Married .. .. .... ..... ... $2.67
Married ... ...... ..... .. $1.42
TOTAL .................. 17.3
TOTAL .......... ...... $1.30
TOTAL .......... .... ... . $1.14
$1,140 per year
$1,300 per~month
What items have you bought
HOW OFTEN do you go to the
like UMBRELLAS, RAINCOATS,
HOW MUCH did you spend BEAUTY SHOP for service?
OVERSHOES, ETC.?
LAST WEEK on LOCAL TELEPHONE CALLS 'l
24% of women, every 3.1 mos.
Something Umbrella
Single .. .. 42%
39%
107 women (34.5 per mo.)
Single .. ... ... 24% 33c
Married .. 46%
8%
Married ...... 27% 51c
HOW OFTEN do you go to the
TOTAL .. 42%
38%
TOTAL ........ 25% 36c
BARBER SHOP for service 'l
(380 umbrellas)
$90 per week
89.5% of men, every 18 days
498 men (166 per week)

AUTOMO-

20.0% *
84.6%
28.3% *
*(Automobiles are allowed for
dormitory students only under
strict regulations as tO needs,
insurance, and written parental consent.)

HOW MUCH have you spent
on AUTO NECESSITIES AND
SERVICES THIS MONTH?
Single .... $15.33 per car
Married $14.50 per car
TOTAL .. $15.00 per car
$4,245.00 per mo.
HOW MUCH have you spent
for BOOKS, PAPERS, AND MAGAZINES? (Not including text
books)
Single ... .. ..... .... .... $6.89
Married .............. $13.33
TOTAL ............ .... $7.62
$7,620 per year
WHAT PORTION of your
school expenses do YOU EARN?
Single ... ... .......... 44.5%
Married ... ......... 47.4% *
TOTAL .... ..... ..... 45.2%
Percent of students earning
SOME of expenses:
Single ............ 75.2%
Married ..... ..... 73.1 % *
TOTAL .......... 75.1 %
*GI benefits hold this figure
down.

How much of .your earnings
for expenses were HERE, and
how much BETWEEN SCHOOL
TERMS?
Here Summer
HOW MUCH do you AVERAGE spending on GROCEIUES
Single .. 21.5% 78.5%
PER WEEK?
Married 64.9% 35.1 %
Single 73c average per wk.
TOTAL 26.6% 73.4%
$640.94 per week
(Based on students earning
Married $12.54 avg. per wk.
some of expenses)
$1,529.88 per week

Summary of Buying in Searcy
By Harding College Students
CLASSIFICATION

Do you have an
BILE here? *
Single .. ......... .. ...
Married ....... ...... .
TOTAL ............ ..

TOTAL $2,170.82 per week

HOW MUCH did you.. spend on
REFRESHMENTS LAST WEEK?
HOW MUCH have you spent
Single .. 94% $1.11 avg.
on SPORTING EQUIPMENT in
Married 73% $1.10 avg.
Searcy THIS YEAR'!
TOTAL 82% $1.11 avg.
Average, $3.72 per student
$910.20 per week
$3,720 per year

EXPENDITURE

Major Purchases ($25 & up) ......... .... ... .. $ 18, 163
Groceries

78,150

Refreshments ......... .. .............. ... .... ....... .

32,767

Outside Meals ....... .... ...... ............... ..... .

16,790

Automobile Expenses ...... .............. ·; ..... . .

38,205

Laundry and Dry Cleaning .. .... .......... ... .

.36,000

*Clothing (items under $25) .. ... .. ..... .. .. ..

9,786

*Drugs and Toiletries ..... ............ ......... . .

10,436

Medical Expenses ..... ... ....... ...... ...... .... .. .

36,110

Dental Services ....... .. .. ...... .... .... ... ... .... ...

1,030

Optical Services ... ... .. ............ ..... .. .. .. .... .

1,970

*Barber Shop Services ........... .. ... .. .. ..... .

6,000

*Beauty Shop Services ... ........ ... ... ........ .

900

*Movie Admissions .. .. .. .... ... ......... .. .. ... .•

5,040

Single ..... .... ... .. .... $4.06
Married ...... ... . ... .. . $3.49

Local Telephone Calls .... .. ... ........... .... ....

3,240

TOTAL ....... ... ..... ... $4.00

Single .. ......... ... .... .. 7%
Married .. .... ........ .. 46%

*GiJts (items under $25) ..... ... ... .. ... ... .. .

3,610

$4,000 per month

TOTAL ....... ........... 12%

Flowers ....... ... .... ..... .... ............... ...... ..... .

1,140

Sporting Goods ... .... .... .... .. ... ..... ... ....... .

3,720

Phonograph Records ......... ..... ... ..... ... ...

3,120

Books, Papers and Magazines .. .... ....... .

7,§20

*Umbrellas and Rainwear ..... .. ... ... ..... ..

770

Photographs .... ... ... ....... .. ....... ...... ..... ... ..

1,780

Photo Materials ....... ........... .. ....... .. ...... .

1,800

Appliance and Watch Repairs .. .. .. .. ... .. .

11,700

V Miscellaneous Purchases

13,579

TOTAL ALL ITEMS

*

$1,800 per year
HOW MUCH do you spend a
MONTH on LAUNDRY AND DRY
CLEANING?

V Items reported under the slang titles of "What-Nots," ''Ooo-

Do you have an ACCOUNT
with any BANK in Searcy?
16.9% yes
Do you have a CHARGE ACCOUNT in any Searcy store'!

120 Total
HOW MUCH did you spend
THIS YEAR for MEDICAL EXHOW MUCH have · you spent
PENSES? (Including insurance
for phonograph records · TillS
claims)
YEAR?
Single ........... .. . .. $31.20
Single .. 28% $12.12 avg.
Married ... ........... $73.78*
Married 27% $4.41 avg.
TOTAL .. ... ..... ... ... $36.11
TOTAL .. 28% $11.21 avg.
$36,110 per year
$3,120 per year
*includes obstetric services.
-Average for all students, including non-buyers, $3.12.
HOW MUCH have you spent
for DENTAL·SERVICES in Searcy
THIS YEAR?
Have you shopped for something in Searcy and COULD NOT
Single .... ........... .. . $6.56
FIND IT?
Married ..... .. ... .. .. $10.71

$349,426

Denotes money value based on estimated average price
applied to actual purchases reported. All other Items were
reported for both price and frequency of purchase.

Dads," and "Thingamajigs."

HOW MUCH have you spent
HOW MUCH did you spend
on PHOTOGRAPHS in Searcy? LAST WEEK on "WHAT-NOTS,"
"DOO-DADS," and "THINGAMAAverage, $1.78 per student
JIGS?"
$1,780 per year
Single .. 24% $1.36 avg.
HOW MUCH have you spent
Married 15% $4.31 avg.
on F1LMS and PHOTOGRAPillC
TOTAL 23% $1.64 avg.
MATERIALS?
$377.20 per week
Average, $1.80 per student

'

TOTAL ........ .. .... .. $7.03
$7,030 per year

Misc. Clothing

17%
Shoes ..... .... .... ..... .. 15%
Cosmetics ..... .... .. . 11 %

HOW MUCH have you spent
for OPTICAL SERVICES in
Searcy Tms YEAR 'f
Single ....... .. .. .. . .. .. $1.17
Married ....... ... ..... . $8.19
f'OTAL .. .. ....... ... .. $1.97
$1,97() per year

Materials ... ........... .. 6%
Percentages reporting inability to find wanted articles?
Single ... .... .... ...... 50.5%
Married .............. 53.8%
TOTAL ... .... .... ... .. 50.6%

